Fall 2020

Undergraduate Courses

RST 1: Survey of Religion (Wendy Terry)
RST 1E: Fundamentalism (Flagg Miller)
RST 6: Introduction to Health Sciences/Humanities (Meaghan O’Keefe)
RST 10/RST 10A: Contemporary Ethical Issues (Meaghan O’Keefe)
RST 30: Religions of South Asia (Archana Venkatesan)
RST 69: Hindu Mythology (Layne Little)
RST 106: Christianity in the Contemporary World (Allison Coudert)
RST 144: The History of the Bible (Wendy Terry)
RST 158/AHI 180: Popular Religious Art in India (Layne Little)
RST 190: Senior Seminar (Flagg Miller)

Graduate Course

REL 200A: Historical Roots of the Study of Religion (Allison Coudert)

Winter 2021 (Tentative Schedule)

Undergraduate Courses

RST 1G: Myth, Ritual and Symbol (Naomi Janowitz)
RST 1F: Religion Today (Yael)
RST 1H: Sex, Marriage and Divorce (Mairaj Syed)
RST 31: Introduction to Jainism (Lynna Dhanani)
RST 32: History of Yoga (Layne Little)
RST 115: Mysticism (Wendy Terry)
RST 150: Religious Ethics (Meaghan O’Keefe)
RST 152: Justice, Equity, Privacy (Meaghan O’Keefe)
RST 160: Introduction to Islamic Thought (Ryan Brizendine)
RST 161B: Modern Islam (Flagg Miller)
Graduate Courses

REL 200B: Foundational Theories of Religion (Mairaj Syed)
REL 230B: Topics (Flagg Miller)

Spring 2021 (Tentative Schedule)

RST 1B: Death and Afterlife (Seth Sanders)
RST 1D: Conversion (Eva Mroczek)
RST 5: Comparative Religion (Seth Sanders)
RST 11: Ethical Eating (Allison Coudert)
RST 65C: The Qur’an and its interpretation (Ryan Brizendine)
RST 80: Sex, Gender and Religion (Allison Coudert)
RST 135: The Bible and Film (Wendy Terry)
RST 136: Topics in Jainism (Lynna Dhanani)
RST 165: Islam in Asia (Ryan Brizendine)
RST 170: Buddhism (Lynna Dhanani)
RST 171/AHI 158: Buddhist Art (Layne Little)
RST 181/AHI 153: Hindu Myths, Hindy Symbols (Layne Little)
RST 190: Senior Seminar (Eva Mroczek)

Graduate Course

REL 200C: Contemporary Approaches to the Study of Religion (Naomi Janowitz)
REL 210C: Topics (Seth Sanders)